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THERE’S NO SHAME  
IN ADVERTISING
Contagious thinking /  
By Chloe Markowicz
Don’t be embarrassed to put the brand in your  
branded content.

A MANIFESTO FOR BUILDING 
SUSTAINABLE BRANDS
Contagious thinking /  
By Will Sansom
What do some of Latin America and the Caribbean’s 
biggest startups make of the Contagious  
Commandments? Will Sansom shares how  
they considered applying them to their business.

SITUATION: NORMAL
Contagious thinking /  
By Tara Hirebet
Asia’s rapid societal change represents a huge opportunity 
for brands with the wit and nerve to do it right.

NEWS
Contagious brand ideas
How brands are embracing Snapchat, overlaying  
services onto products and weaponising their  
audience through cleverly targeted communications.

WILDFIRE
Design, technology and virtue
Be inspired by the future of driverless cars, self-assembling 
furniture, smart mirrors, smarter wearables and the next 
generation of robotic hotels.

SMALL BUT PERFECTLY FORMED
Little brands, big thinkers
This quarter’s disruptors are taking aim at the worlds of 
publishing, telecommunications and money transfer. 

UP AT NIGHT / INTERVIEW
Eric Angeloro, smart
What’s on the mind of Eric Angeloro, head of  
brand management at micro-car brand smart USA? 
Nick Parish finds out. 

WILDFIRE / INTERVIEW
Chris Brauer
Emily Hare speaks to Dr Chris Brauer about his research 
into emerging technologies and why he believes virtual 
assistants will be the next evolution in how we access 
information online. 

INSIDER IDEAS
From dumb luck to structured excellence
Arif Haq shares the advice that Contagious Insider  
gives to clients on how to consistently develop braver,  
better creative work. 

CASE STUDY / TACO BELL
Titan of taco
Over the past four years, Taco Bell has undergone a 
revolution, changing everything from its motto to its  
menu to its marketing strategy. Chris Barth gets to  
the heart of this revitalisation. 

SECTOR FOCUS / MUSEUMS 
Culture clubs
Museums and galleries are enhancing visitor experiences 
with emerging tech. Lucy Aitken looks at what brands,  
and particularly retailers, can learn from them.

INTERVIEW
Thicker than mud
Tough Mudder founder Will Dean and marketing chief John 
Fidoe speak to Kate Hollowood about how the endurance 
event has grown by emphasising experience. 

IN THE FIELD
Tyler Cowen
Emily Hare talks to American economist, professor and author 
Tyler Cowen, about why marketing will be the seminal sector  
in a future economy dominated by artificial intelligence.

FEATURE
Mission impossible
Can creative services companies build great products? 
Former Barbarian Group founder turned venture capitalist, 
Rick Webb, tackles this question in this excerpt from his 
latest book, Agency.  

UPSTARTS
Future talent
Gone in six seconds: Emily Hare uncovers the Vine stars 
making a splash on the short-form video content platform. 

CASE STUDY / LUSH
Fresh matters
The handmade cosmetics brand is seamlessly blending 
content and commerce to better connect with its audience 
and showcase how its actions are driven by a strong sense 
of ethics. By Chloe Markowicz.




